Reconstructing three-dimensional (3D) scenes from two-dimensional (2D) retinal images is an ill-37 posed problem. Despite this, our 3D perception of the world based on 2D retinal images is 38 seemingly accurate and precise. The integration of distinct visual cues is essential for robust 3D 39 perception in humans, but it is unclear if this mechanism is conserved in non-human primates, 40 and how the underlying neural architecture constrains 3D perception. Here we assess 3D 41 perception in macaque monkeys using a surface orientation discrimination task. We find that 42 perception is generally accurate, but precision depends on the spatial pose of the surface and 43 available cues. The results indicate that robust perception is achieved by dynamically reweighting 44 the integration of stereoscopic and perspective cues according to their pose-dependent 45 reliabilities. They further suggest that 3D perception is influenced by a prior for the 3D orientation 46 statistics of natural scenes. We compare the data to simulations based on the responses of 3D 47 orientation selective neurons. The results are explained by a model in which two independent 48 neuronal populations representing stereoscopic and perspective cues (with perspective signals 49 from the two eyes combined using nonlinear canonical computations) are optimally integrated 50 through linear summation. Perception of combined-cue stimuli is optimal given this architecture. 51
Introduction 70
Three-dimensional (3D) visual perception is a significant achievement of the primate brain [1] . 71
Because the eyes detect two-dimensional (2D) projections of the world, like a movie on a screen, 72 3D structure must be estimated. Creating 3D percepts from 2D images is a nonlinear optimization 73 problem plagued by ambiguities and noise [2] . Human perceptual [3] [4] [5] and neuroimaging [6] [7] [8] [9] 74 studies show that integrating distinct visual cues resolves ambiguities and improves 3D estimates. 75
The neural implementation of optimal cue integration is, theoretically, a linear process [10] , but 76 nonlinear computations such as quadratic nonlinearities and divisive normalization are also widely 77 implicated in neural processing [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Because such nonlinearities reduce the independence of 78 neuronal stimulus representations, they can conceivably impose limits on the precision of 79 perception. We tested this hypothesis using psychophysics and computational modeling to 80 evaluate how non-human primates (NHPs) perceptually integrate two visual cues which have 81 prominent roles in human 3D vision: stereoscopic and perspective cues. 82
Stereoscopic cues arise from comparisons of left and right retinal images, which differ 83 because the eyes are horizontally offset [18, 19] . Perspective cues originate from the projection 84 of the 3D world onto 2D retinae [20, 21] . The reliability of the 3D information carried by these cues 85 depends on an object's spatial pose (i.e., position and orientation) [4, 5] . Specifically, stereoscopic 86 cue reliability decreases with distance ( Fig 1A) and perspective cue reliability increases with slant 87 (Fig 1B) . Human studies reveal that the integration of these cues is weighted according to their 88 reliabilities [4, 5] , but little is known about how NHPs perceptually integrate these cues. 89
Using an eight-alternative forced choice (8AFC) tilt discrimination task, we quantified how 90 perception depends on planar surface pose. Contributions of stereoscopic and perspective cues 91 to perception were evaluated using cue-isolating and combined-cue stimuli. For stereoscopic 92 cues, performance decreased with distance from the fixation plane, consistent with geometric 93 limitations of stereovision and the physiology of stereopsis [22] . For both cues, performance 94 increased with slant. We further found evidence of a 3D analogue of the 'oblique effect' (more 95 accurate and precise perception of cardinal than oblique tilts) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , consistent with the influence 96 of a prior for the 3D orientation statistics of natural scenes [28, 29] . 97
Perception of combined-cue stimuli was consistent with an optimal integration strategy 98
[30], with the cues dynamically reweighted according to their pose-dependent reliabilities. We 99 found that perception was well explained by a neural architecture in which stereoscopic and 100 perspective cues are represented by independent populations, with perspective signals from the 101 two eyes combined via a quadratic nonlinearity and divisive normalization prior to their integration 102 with stereoscopic cues. Cue integration was optimal given this architecture (population responses 103 found little bias (S1A Fig). These results indicate that tilt perception with combined-cue stimuli 137 was accurate over a wide range of poses defined by distance, slant, and tilt. 138
Although the biases at each tilt were small, Monkey L showed an overall pattern consistent 139 with an oblique effect for planar tilt. Across all cardinal tilts, the median absolute bias was 3.66° 140 (N = 24 slant-distances x 4 tilts = 96), but 8.21° across all oblique tilts. Consistent with the 141 influence of a prior for cardinal tilts, which are more frequent than oblique tilts in natural scenes 142 [28, 29] , the oblique biases were significantly larger than the cardinal biases (circular median test, 143 p = 5.32x10 -4 ). However, for Monkey F, the median absolute biases at cardinal (3.31°, N = 32 x 4 144 = 128) and oblique (3.55°) tilts were not significantly different (p = 0.80). Individual differences in 145 the strength of the 2D oblique effect are similarly observed in humans [24, 25] . 146
Precision results. The precision of combined-cue tilt perception depended on surface pose 147 in two ways. First, precision increased monotonically with slant, as seen in the right marginals of 148 landscapes reflect the interaction of the monotonic relationship between precision and slant and 155 the inverted U-shape relationship between precision and distance, resulting in more gradual 156 decreases in precision with distance at larger slants. Precision peaked at the largest slant (60º) 157 and ~20 cm behind the plane of fixation for both monkeys. Although precision varied with surface 158 pose, performance was above chance at all slant-distance combinations (Rayleigh test for 159 circular uniformity, all p ≤ 4.96x10 -14 and significant after correcting for 24 or 32 comparisons for 160
Monkeys L and F, respectively). 161
We further found that precision did not differ significantly as a function of tilt for either 162 monkey ( S2A Fig), and that the results generalized to larger stimuli ( S3A Fig). However, similar  163 to the bias results, we found that Monkey L showed an oblique effect when we grouped precisions 164 at cardinal and oblique tilts. For Monkey L, the median precision at cardinals tilts (6.95; N = 96) 165 was significantly larger than at oblique tilts (4.78), Mann-Whitney U test (p = 5.99x10 ). For 166
Monkey F, the median precisions at cardinal (4.99, N = 128) and oblique (5.01) tilts were not 167 significantly different (p = 0.64). These results parallel findings from human perceptual studies 168 which indicate that the precision of 3D perception depends on the pose-dependent reliabilities of 169 the available visual cues [4, 5] , and further suggest that there are individual differences in the 170 extent to which the 3D orientation statistics of natural scenes impact perception. 171
172

Contributions of stereoscopic cues to 3D perception 173
Next, we assessed tilt perception using stimuli that isolated stereoscopic cues (Fig 2D) . Control 174 experiments confirmed that the stimuli contained no perspective cues that could be used to 175 perform the task, and that performance was unaffected by a potential stereoscopic-perspective 176 Fig). Error distributions of reported tilts were again calculated using all 8 tilts, 177 and the accuracy and precision of perception were quantified using von Mises fits. 178
Accuracy results. For both monkeys, mean stereoscopic cue biases across all slant-179 distance combinations were again close to 0º, indicating that perception was generally accurate 180 (Monkey L: mean μ = -3.04º, SD = 19.64º, N = 24; Monkey F: mean μ = 1.87º, SD = 20º, N = 32). 181
However, the biases were broadly distributed. Examination of the biases at individual tilts 182 suggested that this variability was due to geometric factors (S1B Fig) . At surface poses with low 183 stereoscopic cue reliability (i.e., combinations of large distances and small slants) precision was 184 particularly poor, and the biases were correspondingly large. In contrast, performance was 185 accurate at poses where the precision was reasonably high. Thus, perception was accurate so 186 long as the cues were sufficiently reliable for the monkeys to perform the task well. 187
For the stereoscopic cue stimuli, Monkey L once again showed a pattern of biases 188 consistent with an oblique effect. Across all cardinal tilts, the median absolute bias was 7.76° 189 (N = 96), but 15.58° across all oblique tilts (circular median test, p = 3.89x10 ). There was a monotonic 197 relationship between precision and slant, indicating that stereoscopic cue reliability increases with 198 slant. There was also an inverted U-shape relationship between precision and distance which is 199 explained by geometric and physiological factors. The falloff in precision with distance is 200 consistent with the decreasing reliability of stereoscopic cues (Fig 1A) . perception beyond ~137 cm (less for small slants), indicating that perspective cues mediated 211 above chance performance with combined-cue stimuli at those poses (Fig 4 and S3A Fig) . 
Contributions of perspective cues to 3D perception 220
Next, we assessed tilt perception using stimuli that isolated perspective cues (Fig 2E) . To 221 eliminate stereoscopic cues, we presented single eye views of combined-cue stimuli to the 222 appropriate eye, and only the fixation target to the other eye. Performance was comparable with 223 the two eyes ( S5 Fig) , so responses to left and right eye stimulus presentations were pooled 224 together. Error distributions of reported tilts were calculated using all 8 tilts, and the accuracy and 225 precision of tilt perception were quantified using von Mises fits. with the slant-dependent reliability of perspective cues (Fig 1B) . Precision was independent of 243 distance, reflecting that the perspective cues in our stimuli signaled orientation but not distance 244 due to the elimination of absolute size cues (see Methods). For both monkeys, precision was 245 significantly lower for the perspective cue stimuli than the combined-cue stimuli (Wilcoxon signed-246 rank test; Monkey L: p = 7.48x10 we found that Monkey L showed an oblique effect when we grouped precisions at cardinal and 257 oblique tilts. For Monkey L, the median precision at cardinals tilts (4.32; N = 96) was significantly 258 larger than at oblique tilts (3.12), Mann-Whitney U test (p = 0.011). For Monkey F, the median 259 precisions at cardinal (2.77, N = 128) and oblique (3.0) tilts were not significantly different 260 (p = 0.12). Together, these results indicate that both stereoscopic and perspective cues contribute 261 to 3D perception within peripersonal space, and that perspective cues extend 3D perception 262 beyond the range supported by stereoscopic cues. 263
264
Perceptual cue integration 265
The previous sections showed that perception was more precise for combined-cue than cue-266 isolated stimuli, and that the relative precisions for cue-isolated stimuli were pose-dependent. 267
Given these results, we next tested if the cues were integrated optimally. That is, if stereoscopic 268 and perspective cues were dynamically reweighted according to their pose-dependent reliabilities 269 to maximize the precision of combined-cue stimulus perception. To test this hypothesis, we used 270 cue integration theory to derive optimal predictions of the combined-cue bias (̂) and precision 271 (̂) from the cue-isolated data (see Methods) [30] . We then compared the observed and optimal 272 combined-cue biases and precisions to determine if the two cues were optimally reweighted on a 273 trial-by-trial basis. 274
Representative error distributions and von Mises fits are shown for cue-isolated and 275 combined-cue stimuli along with optimal predictions in Fig 6A-D . Observed (blue curves) and 276 optimal (dashed black curves) combined-cue performances were highly similar. Across all slant-277 distance combinations, the observed and optimal biases were not significantly different from each 278 other (circular median test for multiple samples, p = 0.13, N = 56, both monkeys). Likewise, the 279 observed and optimal precisions were highly correlated (r = 0.94, p = 1.39x10 results suggest that, like humans, monkeys achieve robust 3D visual perception through the 284 optimal integration of stereoscopic and perspective cues. Since all of the stimulus conditions were 285 interleaved and presented pseudo-randomly, cue reweighting had to occur dynamically to match 286 the vagaries of cue reliabilities that occurred with trial-to-trial changes in surface pose. 287
288
Neuronal models of 3D visual cue integration 289
We found optimal integration of stereoscopic and perspective cues, consistent with previous 290 human results [4, 5] . However, previous studies did not consider that combined-cue stimuli 291 combining cue-isolated responses (Fig 7A) , and decoded the resulting combined-cue 308 representation to simulate perceptual data (Fig 7B) . Since the precision (but not the accuracy) of 309 the simulated perceptual data depended on the architecture, we compared the decoded model 310 precisions to the observed precisions in the monkey data (Fig 7C) . 311
The first architecture assumed three independent neuronal populations, each of which 312 represents tilt based on one of the three cues. Optimal integration is achieved by summing the 313 three population responses [10] (Fig 7A, top) . When we compared the monkey and decoded 314 precisions, we found that the model was significantly more sensitive than the monkeys, Wilcoxon 315 signed-rank test, p = 4.5x10 -9 (Fig 7C, orange points) . Indeed, if the three cues were represented 316 independently and optimally integrated, the precision of combined-cue perception would have 317 been, on average, 2.04 times greater than observed (ratio of decoded/observed precisions). This 318 confirms our hypothesis that 3D tilt perception is less precise than theoretically possible with three 319 independent cue representations. However, it is possible that observed tilt perception results from 320 optimal integration of non-independent neuronal representations [3] . 321
The second architecture tested this possibility, and assumed two independent populations 322 that represent tilt based on either stereoscopic cues or perspective cues (regardless of the 323 stimulated eye). For the perspective cue population, when both eyes are stimulated, the left and 324 right eye driven responses are combined with a quadratic nonlinearity and divisively normalized 325 (Fig 7A, middle) . A similar model describes V1 responses to compound stimuli, and the 326 operations combining the responses are widely implicated in neural processing [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . As a 327 consequence of divisive normalization, the independence of the two perspective cue 328 representations is reduced, thereby decreasing the improvement in perceptual precision that 329 results from having two cues. Optimal integration with this architecture is achieved by summing 330 the stereoscopic and perspective cue population responses. When we compared the observed 331 and decoded precisions (Fig 7C, green points) , we found that they were not significantly different 332 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.25). Thus, the perceptual results are consistent with a neural 333 architecture in which two independent populations represent stereoscopic cues and perspective 334 cues (from both eyes, combined using nonlinear canonical neural computations). 335
Lastly, we considered the possibility that a single neuronal population estimates tilt from 336 both stereoscopic and perspective cues. When both eyes are stimulated, responses driven by 337 each of the three cues are combined with a quadratic nonlinearity and divisively normalized 338 (Fig 7A, bottom) . As such, none of the cues are represented independently, and no explicit cue 339 integration is required. When we compared the observed and decoded precisions, we found that 340 the model was significantly less sensitive than the monkeys, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 341 p = 4.5x10 -9 (Fig 7C, magenta points) . 342
These results identify a plausible neural architecture that can account for perceptual cue 343 integration findings in both humans and monkeys, and rule out alternatives. They further identify 344 the processing of left and right eye perspective cues within a single neuronal population as a 345 potential factor limiting the precision of 3D perception, and demonstrate that 3D perception is 346 optimized but not maximized as a result of canonical neural computations. 347 348
Discussion 349
We evaluated the contributions of stereoscopic and perspective cues to 3D perception in 350 macaque monkeys. Since the reliability of 3D cues is strongly affected by changes in depth or 351 slant (Fig 1) , we used an eight-alternative forced choice tilt discrimination task as a proxy for 352 estimating how 3D sensitivity depends on object pose (i.e., orientation and position). We found 353 that 3D perception was generally accurate across a wide range of poses. Instances of poor 354 accuracy were largely restricted to stereoscopic cue stimuli with particularly low cue reliability. The oblique effect for 2D tilt is characterized by larger biases and lower precisions at oblique 364 compared to cardinal tilts [23-25, 27], and thought to reflect a prior for natural scene statistics [41] . 365 A recent human study similarly found an oblique effect for 3D tilt with natural scene patches [27] , 366 consistent with a prior for the statistics of planar tilt [28, 29] . We examined if monkeys show an 367 oblique effect for planar tilt, while testing for individual differences and cue-specific dependencies. 368
Monkey L had larger biases at oblique than cardinal tilts in all three cue conditions, and lower 369 precision at oblique than cardinal tilts in the combined-cue and perspective cue conditions. Such 370 tilt dependencies were not as evident in Monkey F, indicating individual differences in the 3D 371 oblique effect, similar to those for the 2D oblique effect in humans [24, 25] . Given the extensive 372 training with both cardinal and oblique tilts, it is unlikely that training accounts for the oblique effect 373 in Monkey L. Furthermore, both monkeys showed systematic biases with stereoscopic cue stimuli 374 when precision was low, such that their reports were pulled towards 'bottom-near'. This is 375 consistent with the influence of a prior for ground planes, which occur in preponderance in natural 376 scenes [28, 29] . Thus, Monkey F may have a weaker prior than Monkey L, such 
Optimal cue integration 385
We used cue integration theory to predict combined-cue performance from stereoscopic and 386
perspective (left and right eyes pooled) cue performances, and found that the cues were optimally 387 integrated to achieve robust 3D perception. While this is consistent with previous human studies 388 [4, 5] , it is somewhat surprising since the theory assumes independent cue representations, but 389 complete independence is unlikely (e.g., due to common retinal processing) [3] . The finding thus 390 implies that the major sources of noise in 3D tilt estimation based on stereoscopic and perspective 391 cues are largely independent. This could occur if the two estimates are created within different 392 neuronal populations. Since the stimuli were interleaved, our finding of an optimal integration 393 strategy further implies that the cues are dynamically reweighted to match the vagaries of cue 394 reliabilities that occur with moment-to-moment changes in viewing conditions, such as happens 395 every time the eyes move. Together with previous human studies [3-9], the current findings 396 suggest that reliability-dependent cue integration is a conserved mechanism by which primates 397 achieve robust 3D vision, and validate the macaque monkey as an ideal model system for 398 studying the neural basis of 3D cue integration. 399 400
Canonical computations optimize, but do not maximize 3D perception 401
We found that the observed perceptual results were optimal for a neural architecture in which two 402 independent populations represent 3D tilt based on stereoscopic cues and perspective cues. To 403 account for the perceptual results, it was essential that left and right eye perspective cue 404 responses be combined with a quadratic nonlinearity and divisively normalized. Due to divisive 405 normalization, the contributions of the two eyes' perspective cues to perception will range from 406 averaging (both signals contribute equally) when they are equally reliable to winner-take-all (only 407 the more reliable signal contributes) when they differ substantially [11] . Thus, the model accounts 408 for previous human cue integration findings showing cue averaging for balanced perspective cues 409 Stimuli were defined by both stereoscopic and perspective cues ('combined-cue'; Fig 2B  470 and 2C), stereoscopic cues (Fig 2D) , or perspective cues (Fig 2E) . Combined-cue stimuli had a 471 uniform distribution of dots across the plane. Left and right eye half images were rendered by 472 using perspective geometry to project each dot onto the appropriate screen position for the given 473 eye. The perspective cues thus included retinal density gradients, foreshortening, and scaling. To 474 ensure that the perspective cues only provided orientation information [5], the dots were scaled 475 according to the plane's distance such that their screen size depended only on the slant and tilt. 476
Stereoscopic cue stimuli were created by defining a uniform distribution of dots on the screen and 477 using ray tracing to assign each dot to a location on the plane. All dots had a circular shape and 478 subtended 0.35°, irrespective of the pose. As such, the stereoscopic cue stimuli were designed 479 to not contain any perspective cues that could be used to judge orientation. This was verified 480 perceptually ( S4A Fig). The combined-cue and stereoscopic cue stimuli were presented to both 481 eyes. The perspective cue stimuli were the same as the combined-cue stimuli, but only one eye 482 saw the planar stimulus (pseudo-randomly selected each trial) to eliminate stereoscopic cues. 483
Both eyes saw the fixation target. 484
485
Tilt discrimination task 486
The monkeys were trained to discriminate planar tilt in an 8AFC task. Task training began once 487 a monkey could fixate a target on a blank screen for 2 s. They first learned to perform a two-488 alternative (right-near vs. left-near) task with all cue conditions and distances interleaved. The 489 correct choice target was initially presented at a higher contrast than the distractor, and the 490 contrast difference was reduced with training. Once an 80% correct rate with equal target 491 contrasts was reached, all four cardinal tilts were introduced with a target contrast difference. 492
Once a 50% correct rate was reached with equal contrasts, we started alternating training days 493 between four cardinal and four oblique tilts. Once a 70% accuracy rate was reached with both 494 cardinal and oblique tilts, all eight tilts were introduced together. Data collection began after 495 performance in the 8AFC task stabilized. 496
In the task (Fig 2A) , a monkey first acquired fixation of a target at the center of an 497 otherwise blank screen. The target was a red circular dot (10.6 cd/m 2 through the polarized 498 glasses) subtending 0.3° of visual angle. After fixating for 300 ms, a plane centered on the target 499 was presented for 1,000 ms. Fixation was then held for an additional 500 to 1,500 ms (pseudo-500 random duration) with no plane present. The fixation target then disappeared, and eight choice 501 targets appeared at an eccentricity of 11° with polar angles ranging from 0° to 315° in 45° steps. 502
The side of the plane nearest the monkey was reported with a saccade to the choice target at the 503 corresponding polar angle for a liquid reward. A trial was aborted if fixation was broken before the 504 choice targets appeared or if a choice was not made within 500 ms of their appearance. During 505 the task, version and vergence were enforced with 2° windows. Offline, we calculated the time-506 averaged vergence error during the stimulus presentation for each trial. A 1° vergence window 507 was then used to eliminate trials with errors ≥ 0.5° in magnitude. 508
Stimuli were presented in a pseudo-random order using a block design. A block consisted 509 of one repetition of each combination of tilt, slant, distance, and cue type ( To quantify performance, we computed probability density functions describing the errors in 515 reported tilts as follows. First, we took the difference between the reported tilt and the presented 516 tilt for each trial: ΔTilt = Reported Tilt -Presented Tilt. Second, we created an error distribution of 517 reported tilts by calculating the probability that the monkey reported ΔTilt. This was performed 518 separately for each combination of slant, distance, and cue type. Depending on the analysis, error 519 distributions were calculated using data at: (i) one tilt, (ii) cardinal (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) or 520 oblique (45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°) tilts, or (iii) all tilts. Third, a von Mises probability density 521 function was fit to each error distribution using maximum likelihood estimation: 522
equation 1). 524 525
This function has two parameters: the mean (μ) and concentration (κ), which capture the 526 accuracy and precision of perception, respectively. The closer μ is to 0, the more accurate (less 527 biased) the judgments. The larger κ, the more concentrated (taller and narrower) the distribution, 528 indicating more precise judgments. A modified Bessel function of order 0, 0 ( ), normalizes the 529 function to have unit area. The tilt sampling resolution limits the maximum κ that can be reliably 530 estimated. We set an upper bound of κ = 18 in the maximum likelihood estimation routine, which 531 corresponds to ~90% of the probability density function falling within the 45° tilt sampling interval. 532
To evaluate the integration of stereoscopic and perspective cues, we compared the 533 observed combined-cue bias ( ) and precision ( ) to predictions derived from cue integration 534 theory for circular variables [30] . The predictions were created using the stereoscopic and 535 perspective cue biases ( and , respectively) and precisions ( and , respectively) taken 536 from the von Mises fits. The optimal combined-cue parameters (bias: ̂; precision: ̂) are: 
Stereoscopic cue controls 547
We performed two controls to test if perception of the stereoscopic cue stimuli was affected by 548 perspective cues. First, we tested if the stereoscopic cue stimuli contained perspective cues that 549 could be used to perform the tilt discrimination task (S4A Fig). To elicit stereoscopic percepts, 550 the stereoscopic cue stimuli were presented binocularly (both eyes saw the planar stimulus). To 551 eliminate stereoscopic cues, they were presented monocularly (only one eye saw the planar 552 surface, both eyes saw the fixation point). Above chance performance with monocularly viewed 553 stimuli would indicate the presence of usable perspective cues. To maximize the potential 554 perspective cue, the stimuli were presented at the largest tested slant (60°). They were presented 555 at 57 cm. Parameters were otherwise the same as in the main experiment. All stimuli were 556 presented interleaved. Monkey L completed 675 trials. Monkey F completed 1,819 trials. 557
Second, we considered if the stereoscopic cue precisions were affected by a potential 558 stereoscopic-perspective cue conflict (S4B Fig). For the stereoscopic cue stimuli, the constant 559 size, shape, and screen density of the dots can be interpreted as signaling zero slant. For 560 stereoscopically defined non-zero slants, this could result in a perceived cue conflict which would 561 increase with dot number since more isotropic dots provide more evidence of zero slant [5] . We 562 therefore assessed precision with the stereoscopic cue stimuli as a function of dot number. A 563 decrease in precision at larger dot numbers would indicate a cue conflict. To maximize the 564 potential conflict, the stimuli were presented at the largest tested slant (60°). They were presented 565 at 57 cm for Monkey L, and at 57 and 97 cm for Monkey F. Eleven dot numbers ranging from 5 566 to 250 (in steps of 25 starting at 25) were used. Parameters were otherwise the same as in the 567 main experiment. All stimuli were presented interleaved. Monkey L completed 2,309 trials. 568
Monkey F completed 5,844 trials at 57 cm, and 5,225 trials at 97 cm. 569 570
Perspective cue control 571
We evaluated the perception of perspective cue stimuli after pooling responses to left and right 572 eye stimulus presentations. To test the underlying assumption that perception was comparable 573 for the two eyes, we independently fit von Mises probability density functions to the error 574 distributions for each eye. Accuracies and precisions for the two eyes were then compared 575 except that only combined-cue stimuli were shown and the distances were 37, 57, 97, and 137 595 cm. We fit the tilt tuning curves at each slant-distance combination with a von Mises function [38] . 596
Using these fits, we calculated the mean response amplitude and tuning width across neurons for 597 each slant-distance combination and monkey, and linearly interpolated the values for untested 598 distances. Using these parameters (DC offsets were not included in the model), we simulated 72 599 CIP neurons for each monkey, with 5° increments in tilt preference. 600
To determine the proportionality constant ( ) relating population gain to perceptual 601 precision, we decoded the simulated population activity after scaling the responses by ( TW ), 602 which depended on the pose-specific tuning width ( TW ) of the model neurons. We tried several 603 functions to describe the relationship between and TW (linear, exponential, double exponential, 604 and two phase exponential). For each model, the parameters were fit to minimize the difference 605 between the distributions of tilt errors made by the monkey and the decoded model posteriors. ; Monkey F: p = 3.82x10 -12 at 57 cm; Monkey F: p = 8.71x10 -11 at 97 906 cm). The initial increase with dot number was expected since more dots provide greater signal for 907 performing the task. To test if any differences were the result of a decrease in precision, we ran 908 pairwise comparisons using Tukey's honestly significant difference test. In each case of a 909 significant difference, the precision at the larger dot number was greater than at the smaller dot 910 number. There were no significant differences between dot numbers ≥ 75. Thus, precision 911 increased monotonically with dot number, suggesting that our stereoscopic cue precision 912 estimates were not affected by a stereoscopic-perspective cue conflict. 913
